Abstract. The following report presents some of the ongoing projects that are taking place in the group’s laboratory. One of the notable characteristics of this group is the extensive research spectrum, the plurality of research areas that are being studied by its members, such as Music Information Retrieval, Signal Processing and New Interfaces for Musical Expression.

1 Introduction

This report presents the Computer Music Research Group, part of the Department of Computer Science at the Institute of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of Sao Paulo (IME-USP). The group is coordinated by Prof. Dr. Marcelo Queiroz, and is composed of undergraduate, masters and PhD candidates. Its research covers many diverse topics on MIR (singing voice detection, query-by-humming, audio fingerprinting), signal processing (adaptive multi-resolution analysis), physical modeling and augmented instruments, amongst other topics under the computer music area. The group organizes seminars about its members ongoing research or invited speakers (all recorded and available at http://compmus.ime.usp.br/en/seminars) and weekly open meetings in order to update the members about ongoing research and discuss articles and collaborations.

2 Ongoing Projects

2.1 An exploratory work in query-by-humming

Query-by-humming is a common topic in music information retrieval. In the query-by-humming task a hummed record representing imprecisely a target melody, is given to an application which is supposed to retrieve information about the target melody from a dataset. One algorithm addressing the task has to handle deviations in both time and frequency domains.

Fábio Goródsy reviews standard techniques presented in the academic literature and in commercial applications. Algorithms presented in the international conference of music information retrieval are reviewed, as well as the commercial application Soundhound, which are explored and tested. This work compares the performance of several strategies for query-by-humming within a unified query dataset.

Most of the concepts used throughout the work can be found in [1]. Related work are [2][3][4][5]. The main goal of this work is to uncover the difficulties in measuring similarity in this context, by comparing the performance of a commercial tool and also several alternative strategies.

2.2 Development of an efficient adaptive transform for music signals

Music signals can present very heterogeneous spectral characteristics, such as sharp attacks, long stationary tones, vibrato and tremolo all spread across the hearing frequency range. In such cases, fixed resolution spectrograms or even frequency-dependent resolution spectrograms (such as CQT [6]) may not result in a satisfactory representation of the signal. This is the motivation behind adaptive transforms, operators that utilize information about the signal being analyzed to compose a representation that prioritizes frequency or time resolution depending on the signal’s characteristics at a given time and frequency band.

These types of algorithms are usually cost-intensive. The project currently in development as Nicolas Figueiredo’s Masters thesis is the development of a low-cost adaptive transform algorithm that does not follow the traditional framework of most adaptive transforms [7, 8]. Instead of comparing between different representations (for example, STFTs calculated using 1024, 2048 and 4096-sample analysis windows) and choosing the best one for each time-frequency split, this algorithm uses bandpass filtering and undersampling [9] to isolate ”interesting regions” of a given spectrogram and analyze them cheaply in greater detail. The main objectives of this project are to develop an adaptive transform whose computing cost is similar to other representations usually used in MIR tasks, and evaluate it against other multi-resolution and adaptive transforms according to their computing costs and sparsity of the resulting representation.

2.3 Using Active Acoustics techniques in musical instruments and art installations

Active Acoustics is a term used in the New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME) research field to describe the usage of sound and vibration inducing devices to drive electronic sounds into physical surfaces [10]. The result of inducing synthesized sounds into a complex sound radiating source can be vastly explored by artists and music technologists.

Using Active Acoustics in order to augment traditional musical instruments is an active topic in the NIME field. Nicolas Figueiredo and Paulo Itaborai are currently
reviewing the augmented active acoustic instruments’s literature in order to develop an augmented banjo. They are currently testing E.Berdahl’s results of PID control on a string [11] and trying to empirically expand these results to a banjo’s membrane using a BELA Board (originally called BeagleRT [12]), a piezoelectric sensor and a sound transducer.

Another possible application is to explore the acoustical properties (resonances, formants, non-linearities) of physical plates made of different materials to naturally distort and filter the electronic sounds. Paulo Itaborai is using actuated ceramic plates to expand electroacoustic diffusion systems for acousmatic music performance. Each ceramic piece has an independent audio channel and provides a unique distortion to the sound. This enables electroacoustic composers to embed part of the sound object elaboration and distortion into spatialization gestures. Paulo, in collaboration with the composer Alex Buck, proposed and presented a sound installation called “Acting Voices - Madrigale a Sei Vasi” in the 19th International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression.

2.4 Content Base Music Recommendation Systems

Music recommender systems (MRS) help users interacting with big digital song collections. They operate analyzing information about user’s past behavior when listening to music, and suggest to each one of them the next song, album or artist to be heard. The most popular approach for implementing MRS is Collaborative Filtering (CF) [13], which associates each user to a listening profile, and assumes that similar profiles share musical preferences. According to the songs similar users interacted with, it estimates the probability of each unheard song being heard in order to make individual suggestions.

Rodrigo is working towards one of main weaknesses in CF based solutions, usually described as the “cold start” problem: when new songs are included in the platform and need to be incorporate in the algorithm even without having any historical data. We propose a solution that associates the acoustic information extracted directly from the songs with user’s preference [14]. In the case when there is a strong pattern in the content of the songs an user have heard so far, then it should be possible to recommend to him/her a new song that matches to his preference.

2.5 Experiments on Singing Voice Detection

Singing voice Detection in polyphonic audio signals is the problem that deals with determining which segments of a musical signal (with several sound sources) contain singing voice. This is an active topic in the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) field and has various applications, including automatic singer recognition [15], singing voice separation [16] and melody extraction [17].

Shayenne Moura started working with melody and accompaniment separation [18] and then focused her work on Singing Voice Detection (SVD), also referred as Vocal Detection. Her research is about how the SVD systems were developed in the past and what are the challenges remaining for this task [19]. She is evaluating the impact of using engineered descriptors in comparison with deep embeddings as features on the classification accuracy [20]; also, doing experiments with different mixes from the same pieces to evaluate the vocal detector under these constraints.

2.6 A framework for obtaining Musical Similarity measures

The spread of digital music allowed the appearance of datasets with millions of files. The processing of this huge number of audio files is carried out with techniques of Music Information Retrieval (MIR).

The main goal of this work is to study Musical Similarity which is to determine quantitatively how similar any two given songs are. The concept of musical similarity is subjective and there is no definition of general musical similarity. Therefore, the problem is addressed from similarities of individual musical elements, for instance, melody, harmony, tempo, metric, timbre, etc.

Roberto Bodo is working to reach this goal. He will review several measures of similarity computed between alternative representations of audio files (called audio features). With this, we can determine which songs are closest to each other, within a dataset. From the selected literature, several combinations were identified of audio features and similarity measures. At the current stage of the project, we have implemented a modular framework for obtaining similarity measures based on several features, aggregation strategies and distance models: we handled three types of similarity (timbristic, melodic, and rhythmic), and we calculated similarity matrices for a considerable number of datasets openly available.

In the future, we will explore the replacement of full songs by segments of them, analyze the obtained results and check if they extrapolate to datasets of world music. In addition, we will use deep learning techniques to learn which parts of the songs optimize the quality of the results, and create thumbnails extractors from the trained neural networks.
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